
Did you turn in a thesis draft?
Then send us an email!

pamphlette@lists.reed.edu
Are you an underclassmen with tons of  free time?

Find our past issues online!
pamphlette.wordpress.com

How did you enjoy the sunshine?

ANN-DERRICK GAILLOT: By skipping the Pamphlette meeting.
HAILEY JONES: By having my way with it.
BOOTS BEUTELL: Photosynthesizing. YUMMY NOM NOM NOM
JEFFREY BLUM: Soccer tennis.
ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Stole some bikes.
SEAN HOWARD: By hanging with friends!!! :):):)

COMMONS’ CALORIE COUNTING

By JB

LANA DEL REY LIFE LESSONS

INSANE MISSED CONNECTIONS

FUN BEER GARDEN ACTIVITIES
-Finishing a beer very quickly so that I can 
say “I’m going to get another drink” and 
leave an awkward conversation

-Ordering fancy microbrews by the name of  
their brewery with confidence as if  I know 
what kind of  beer I’m ordering because I’m 
a connoisseur and am not just picking at 
random

-Describing beer gardens as crazy awesome 
to mock students who aren’t 21

-Avoiding other Pamphlette writers in the beer 
garden who are drunk and belligerent and 

want to drag me over and make me apologize again for being mean to their boyfriend at 
indoor soccer that one time even though it was like three years ago

-Finding underclassmen who are over 21 and asking them questions about all the crazy 
things they did in between high school and college that lead them to be three years older 
than me but only a second semester sophomore

-Coordinating my outfits so that they match with my wristband

-Earnestly denying that I don’t want to talk to someone because I don’t like them even as I 
am trying desperately to cut short a conversation with them because I don’t like them

-Teasing people who I know had previously received medical treatment after drinking too 
much at a different beer garden by asking them how many drinks they’ve had and if  they 
know the alcohol content of  the beer they’re drinking and if  they really think a Queditor 
should be setting that sort of  example for the younger Quest writers even though they are 
clearly still on their first drink because they have learned their lesson.

BEER GARDEN ALTERNATIVES
Oh hey, Reedies of  the legal drinking age.  Congratulations on having your one night of  freedom outside 
the confinements of  the library and using it to stay on campus.  You probably feel sorry for me for not being 
able to join in your loud, raucous fun, but I actually probably had a better time than you did.  Here is a list 
of  all the things I got to do because I couldn’t go into the beer garden:

- Showered

- Tried to get into a bar

- Got my fake Penelope Cruz ID taken away

- Cried

- Did my Spanish homework

- Lost my Spanish homework

- Waited outside the Sev until a random old man 
would comply to buying me a case of  beer

- Got drunk alone because all my friends were in the 
beer garden
-Drunk dialed my friends in the beer garden and yell

at them for leaving me alone

- Walked around looking for freshman to hang out with

- Got kicked out of  freshman dorm 

- Stole frozen hot pockets from freshman dorm as an act of  defiance

- Ate hot pocket frozen (aka cold pocket) because I was too drunk to figure out microwave

This man bought me beer

By HJ

Has the stress of  the Spring semester been packing a little extra pudge onto your body? Are you a budding 
Buddha? Perhaps you are developing a foopa? Fret not! After the failure of  our three-step, 600 Calorie 
meal, we at Bon Appetit have developed a new, improved lunchtime plan to help you combat the inevitable 
Springtime slow-down of  your metabolism.

Step 1: Grab a stick of  celery! (Remember, you only need one because you can always cut it 
into smaller pieces!)

Step 2: Choose a condiment for your celery. Currently, we are offering either peanut butter 
or hot sauce. Yummy! 

Step 3: Cut your celery approximately in half, and single out the larger of  your two halves. 
Stare at it contemptuously. You can even curse at it if  you wish! Imagine that all of  the un-
necessary stress in your life is the fault of  the five inches of  cellulose in front of  you. Once 
you’ve carefully focused all of  your anger, rage, and pent-up frustration onto the celery, 
proceed to throw it away.

Step 4: Buy one of  Bon Appetit’s sustainable full-body mirrors! 

Step 5: Stare at yourself  in your Bon Appetit full-body mirror. Look for any potential 
flaws in your body’s shape or size, and circle them with a paint-marker. Visualize where 
the 60 Calories you are about to consume will eventually end up on your body once you’ve 
digested your meal. Draw violent scribbles and frowny faces on the mirror, too, if  you so 
desire!

Step 6: Eat your peanutty and/or spicy celery as quickly as possible, and run away from 
your Bon Appetit mirror as fast as you can for as long as you can. 

Step 7 (Optional): If  you start getting tired, remember you can always add a zero-calorie 
coffee to your meal for only $1.15!

Cheers,

Bon Appetit Management Company

By BB

American songstress and pop icon Lana Del Rey is well-known for her somber songs and artsy music videos, 
portraying her lifestyle as full of  glamour, danger, and animal fetishisms.  With the recent release of  her 
video for “Blue Jeans”, it has come to my attention that there may be some life themes to learn from Del Rey’s 
videos.

- The ultimate sign of  success and attractiveness is a forehead 
tattoo.

- Tumultuous relationships are universal and thus the only 
topic worth singing about

- The more hair camera shots, the better

- Fire and water are common elements that are always around 
to play with or die in

- Miming the choking or slitting of  one’s throat is always 
relevant to the lyrics in Del Rey’s songs

- Having dangerous animals at your feet is always sexy and never scary.

- Making out never gets old.

- Riding an alligator is the best way to stay buoyant in a pool full of  alligators

- Del Rey is the second-best looking person ever in a fringe jacket

- Shotgunning a joint signifies defiance to one’s country

- Lana Del Rey is genuine and relatable, her name and lips are totally real and thus worth 
emphasizing whenever possible

- Sometimes your boyfriend will feel like driving you into a fire pit, and that’s ok because 
you’re in love and therefore should trust him

- Makeup does not get ruined by water or by blood.

- A Camaro is the perfect metaphor for wasted youth

By HJ

You: Curious fly who almost got trapped in my web.
Me: NOT A SPIDER!!!!!

You: Three legs
Me: One leg
Together, we can have average number of  legs

You: Computer
Me: Human.  Why can’t you be a human too?  

You: Always go for the Grand Central Bread
Me: Would like to take you to my Grand Central Station, where there is meat somewhere.

You: Have attached earlobes that complement your hair tone nicely.
Me: Sometimes I get lonely in the mid-afternoons

You: Have beautiful green eyes
Me: Would like more for my collection.

You: Stole my jacket last night in the SU
Me: HAHAAHAHA joke’s on you there’s anthrax all over it!!!!

Wanna have sex in the canyon?  Meet me in the canyon. Sincerely, bird.


